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Key findings

- Unmanned systems are emerging as a key area of emphasis for China, one that appears to enjoy considerable national-level funding and support.
- Unmanned vehicles with intelligence capabilities could improve Chinese long-distance targeting.
- Unmanned vehicles with surveillance and reconnaissance capabilities could play a growing role in monitoring territorial disputes at sea.
- As China develops and improves its unmanned-vehicle system production, it is poised to become a global exporter of such systems.

SUMMARY

To better understand trends in Chinese unmanned systems research, development, acquisition, and employment, and their potential implications, RAND undertook exploratory analysis to lay an initial foundation for future research on China’s development and use of unmanned systems, including unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), unmanned undersea vehicles (UUVs), and unmanned surface vessels (USVs). The exploratory analysis focused on identifying sources related to Chinese development of maritime unmanned systems, including UUVs, USVs, and maritime UAVs, with an emphasis on systems intended for the maritime environment, because of their relevance to maritime territorial disputes in the East and South China Seas; understanding the roles that China sees for unmanned systems; analyzing trends in Chinese development of UUVs, USVs, and maritime UAVs, including the key technologies Chinese researchers are pursuing; exploring how China could employ unmanned systems in its maritime territorial disputes in the East and South China Seas; and identifying areas for further research and potential future developments. The remainder of this report highlights the key findings of this exploratory research project and presents some preliminary analyses of their potential implications.
INTRODUCTION
Since the mid-1990s, China has engaged in a comprehensive military modernization program designed to enable its armed forces to deter or win high-intensity regional conflicts, support China’s coercive diplomacy in its maritime territorial disputes, and conduct other types of military operations as required to protect China’s growing global interests.1 Beijing has prioritized the development of naval, air, missile, space, and cyber warfare capabilities, an approach that reflects its judgment that it must prepare for U.S. military intervention in a conflict involving Taiwan or China’s maritime territorial disputes in the East or South China Seas.2 Within this broader context, unmanned systems are emerging as a key area of emphasis for China, and Beijing has made dramatic progress in recent years, as measured by the emergence of a wide variety of new platforms.3 Chinese advances are most evident in unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), an area in which China has made substantial investments for a number of years, but Beijing is also accelerating its development of unmanned undersea vehicles (UUVs) and unmanned surface vessels (USVs).4

China’s focus on unmanned systems is at least partially attributable to their potential utility in maritime territorial disputes, but unmanned systems could also be useful to China’s military in a range of other contingencies, including domestic disaster relief operations. Chinese government agencies are also finding ways to use unmanned systems for domestic applications, such as industrial pollution monitoring, and Chinese companies are exploring the use of unmanned systems for package delivery. In addition, China may envision exports of unmanned systems as a profitable way of improving its position in the global arms market and a means of strengthening its diplomatic and security ties with recipient countries.

This exploratory analysis was conducted within RAND’s Intelligence Policy Center (IPC) and focuses on identifying sources related to Chinese development of maritime unmanned systems, including UUVs, USVs, and UAVs.

ROLES FOR UNMANNED SYSTEMS
Chinese publications on unmanned systems highlight a number of potential roles. These include intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR); maritime surveillance, particularly in the East China Sea (ECS) and South China Sea (SCS); border surveillance; military communications relay; electronic warfare (EW); mine warfare/mine countermeasures; combat applications/strike missions; and humanitarian assistance and disaster relief (HA/DR) missions, such as imaging areas struck by earthquakes.

The available Chinese literature suggests that ISR applications are a primary focus of industry. Long-range UAVs or UUVs could be used for over-the-horizon (OTH) targeting for People’s Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) ships during wartime. Shorter-range tactical UAVs/UUVs could conduct ISR on assets on Taiwan, as well as ships in the ECS/SCS. Medium-altitude or high-altitude UAVs (medium altitude, long endurance [MALE] and high altitude, long endurance [HALE]) could conduct broad-area surveillance at extended ranges and provide early warning capability. Unmanned systems can also be employed for maritime surveillance, not only by the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) but also by Chinese maritime law enforcement agencies. Chinese sources highlight the importance of building infrastructure to support future use of UAVs for maritime surveillance, and China has already used UAVs around the disputed Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands. Employment of unmanned systems for domestic HA/DR missions is another area of emphasis, as highlighted by reports about such systems’ use during the 2008 Sichuan earthquake, and unmanned systems could also support future international HA/DR missions. Other military applications could include communications relay, EW, and power grid attack.5
The available Chinese literature suggests that ISR applications are a primary focus of industry.

Some uncertainties with respect to future roles could include the potential implications of ongoing policy debates for employment of unmanned systems. For example, there has been robust debate among Chinese think tanks, and also likely the leadership, over China’s use of unmanned systems in lethal nonwartime situations. This debate was pushed to the forefront after details emerged in February 2013 that China had considered launching a drone strike in Myanmar to kill a drug trafficker who was wanted for killing 13 Chinese sailors in 2011. Beijing abandoned the plan, in part because the leadership was afraid of sparking international controversy.6

OVERVIEW OF CHINESE UUVs AND USVs

Chinese interest in UUVs appears to have increased dramatically in recent years.7 Indeed, over the past few years, China has reportedly increased its emphasis on unmanned marine systems, with at least 15 teams set up at major universities and research institutes to conduct research on UUVs and USVs, and a dramatic surge in government funding, coming mainly from the PLA. Key research areas reportedly include development of imaging systems and communications technology.

Chinese researchers are focusing on a wide range of civil and military applications for unmanned maritime systems. According to Professor Ma Zhongli, a robotics expert at Harbin Engineering University, important civil applications include environmental protection and fisheries management, but “the government’s biggest interest is in the application’s use in the military.”8

In addition to numerous articles on foreign technological developments, Chinese scientific and technical journals, other periodicals, and websites discuss a number of Chinese UUVs, including the following systems: “Zhishui 3” UUV prototype with dual-tail propellers and two cross-tunnel thrusters; SPC-3 robofish UUV prototype (Beijing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics); Haiyan glider-type UUV (Tianjin University); bionic flapping-wing UUV (College of Maritime Studies, Northwestern Polytechnical University of Xi’an); flexible double-tail fin UUV (Department of Modern Mechanics, University of Science and Technology of China, Hefei); and UUVs armed with torpedoes (Department of Weaponry Engineering, Naval University of Engineering, Wuhan).

A review of Chinese journals, other publications, and industry websites indicates that the key defense industrial organizations involved in UUV research include China Shipbuilding Industry Corporation (CSIC) and some of its various subordinate institutes, such as Jiangsu Automation Research Institute, Lianyangang; CSIC No. 710 Research and Development Institute, Yichang; CSIC No. 704 Research and Development Institute; Northwestern Polytechnical University, Xi’an Shanxi; Tianjin University; University of Science and Technology of China, Hefei; and Naval University of Engineering, Wuhan.

Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUV</td>
<td>autonomous undersea vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBS</td>
<td>bulletin board system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSIC</td>
<td>China Shipbuilding Industry Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoD</td>
<td>U.S. Department of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECS</td>
<td>East China Sea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EW</td>
<td>electronic warfare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA/DR</td>
<td>humanitarian assistance and disaster relief</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALE</td>
<td>high altitude, long endurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISR</td>
<td>intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALE</td>
<td>medium altitude, long endurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASIC</td>
<td>National Air and Space Intelligence Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTH</td>
<td>over the horizon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA</td>
<td>People’s Liberation Army</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLAAF</td>
<td>People’s Liberation Army Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLAN</td>
<td>People’s Liberation Army Navy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRC</td>
<td>People’s Republic of China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCS</td>
<td>South China Sea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOA</td>
<td>State Oceanic Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAV</td>
<td>unmanned aerial vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCAV</td>
<td>unmanned combat aerial vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USV</td>
<td>unmanned surface vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UUV</td>
<td>unmanned undersea vehicle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There are also several specially designated “key labs” involved in UUV research and development, including National Key Laboratory of Science and Technology on Underwater Information Process and Control; College of Marine Studies, Northwestern Polytechnical University, Xian; Key Laboratory for Hydrodynamics and Ocean Engineering, Institute of Mechanics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing; State Key Laboratory of Underwater Acoustic Technology, Harbin Engineering University; Key Laboratory of Underwater Acoustic Communication and Marine Information Technology, Ministry of Education, Xiamen; and National Key Laboratory of Science and Technology on Underwater Acoustic Warfare, Shanghai. In contrast to numerous articles on UUVs, however, we found relatively little information on Chinese development of USVs.

**OVERVIEW OF CHINESE UAVs**

China already deploys a number of UAVs, including various short-range systems; several types of tactical UAVS, such as the ASN-209 tactical UAV system; and strategic UAVs, such as the BZK-005, a medium-altitude long-endurance reconnaissance UAV developed by Beihang University. The PLA clearly aims to improve on these capabilities. Indeed, according to the National Air and Space Intelligence Center (NASIC), “China has been developing a wide range of UAVs including long-range and low-observable systems that are capable of conducting reconnaissance and strike missions.”

That unmanned airborne systems are emerging as an increasingly important area of emphasis for the Chinese military is reflected by the plethora of photos of different UAV and unmanned combat aerial vehicle (UCAV) systems that have appeared on the Internet over the past few years. One prominent example is a long-endurance reconnaissance UAV that was revealed on Chinese websites in late 2013. Indeed, according to the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD), within this past year alone, “China unveiled details of four UAVs under development, three of which are designed to carry weapons.” Among the numerous Chinese UAVs under development, some of the most notable include the Soaring Dragon (Xianglong), which resembles the U.S. Global Hawk surveillance UAV; Pterodactyl (Yilong), which resembles the U.S. Predator and Reaper drones; and Sharp Sword (Lijian), a stealthy UAV with a flying wing design. The development of these and other systems reflects progress in China’s aviation industry more broadly and suggests a growing emphasis on exports of systems like the Pterodactyl UAV. Additionally, DoD judges that China’s “acquisition and development of longer-range UAVs will increase China’s ability to conduct long-range reconnaissance and strike operations.”

For their part, People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) officers and other Chinese analysts argue that China should continue to develop advanced UAVs to perform a wide range of missions. For example, Huang Sujian and Zhang Zhengping highlight the need for the PLAAF to develop combat platforms that are “unmanned, stealthy, and informatized.” Chinese analysts continue to publish a large volume of research in areas related to UAVs, and numerous Chinese defense industry organizations are involved in UAV research. These include the following: Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics; Nanjing Research Institute on Simulation Techniques/PLA General Staff Department 60th Institute; Northwestern Polytechnic University; Xi’an ASN Technology Group; Beijing Wisewell Avionics Science and Technology Company; Beijing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics; China Aerospace Science and Technology Corporation; China Aerospace Science and Industry Corporation; Aviation Industries of China (UAV R&D; production base for PLA UAVs); and China Electronic Technology Corporation (CETC).

**NATIONAL-LEVEL FUNDING AND SUPPORT**

The development of unmanned systems appears to enjoy considerable national-level funding and support in China. For the Chinese military’s unmanned systems programs, the PLA’s General Armament Department and General Staff Department
appear to play key roles in providing top-level guidance. Other parts of the Chinese government also play important roles in supporting unmanned systems research that could have important defense and national security applications, as reflected by the inclusion of a number of unmanned systems technology R&D projects under China’s National High Technology Research and Development Program, also known as the 863 Program. For example, in April 2013, the People’s Republic of China (PRC) Ministry of Science and Technology released a list of marine technology and R&D projects to be carried out under the 863 Program for 2014, including unmanned “wave glider” autonomous observing systems; long-range hybrid unmanned boat monitoring systems; ship-borne UAV ocean observing systems; and autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) navigation observation network technology.17

UNMANNED SYSTEMS AND MARITIME DISPUTES

Chinese researchers clearly see important uses for maritime unmanned systems in China’s maritime territorial disputes. According to Harbin Engineering University’s Professor Ma, “China shares the sea with many countries nearby. In these troubled waters, unmanned vessels can be more effective, convenient and safe than manned ships in many situations. They will also cost less,” and “their power will double if they are deployed with [aerial] drones.”18 Although much analysis of Chinese unmanned systems development focuses on military capabilities, civilian use of unmanned systems is emerging as an equally important area, one that could have important implications for China’s maritime territorial disputes, especially given that Beijing has relied principally on its civilian maritime law enforcement apparatus to enforce its claims.19 Indeed, in August 2012, the State Oceanic Administration (SOA) announced plans to establish 11 UAV sites in coastal provinces for surveillance by 2015. This reportedly will include watching for “illegal reclamation activities and dredging.”20

SENKAKU/DIAOYU ISLANDS CASE STUDY

On September 9, 2013, China deployed an unarmed BZK-005 UAV over the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands, which are under Japan’s administrative control but are also claimed by China and Taiwan, prompting Japan to scramble fighter jets in response.21 The Chinese deployment of a UAV over disputed territory in the maritime domain offers an important case study in crisis stability and the role of UAVs in maritime territorial conflicts. In response to the UAV deployment, Japanese Defense Minister Itsunori Onodera announced that Japan would “consider shooting down drones that enter Japanese airspace,” significantly raising the prospects of escalation in a situation that had up to that point remained contained to low-intensity maneuvering involving Chinese and Japanese coast guard and fishing vessels.22 Soon after, Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe approved a plan for the Japan Self-Defense Forces to “engage drones intruding into the country’s airspace.”23 In response to Abe’s remarks, the Chinese Ministry of National Defense spokesperson stated that shooting down a Chinese UAV would constitute an “act of war” and warned that should Japan do so, China would take “resolute measures to strike back.”24

The case offers an important cautionary lesson in the high-stakes dynamics at play with the introduction of UAVs into the conflict zone. Japan’s quick and forceful response to the Chinese deployment of a UAV was met by equally forceful language from the Chinese side, highlighted by the warning that any Japanese action resulting in a loss of a UAV would constitute an act of war and would elicit an appropriate response. Chinese actions and statements clearly raised the potential for escalation.25 Yet China’s approach also raises questions regarding the implications for potential Chinese attacks on U.S. UAVs or satellites. For example, would Chinese policymakers view PLA offensive operations against U.S. unmanned assets as likely to elicit a response similar to the threat China issued in this case? Similarly, is a move toward more-parallel ISR capa-
abilities and operations by the Chinese a potential lever to influence Chinese attitudes toward U.S. surveillance operations.\textsuperscript{26}

**OTHER CIVILIAN USES OF UNMANNED SYSTEMS IN CHINA**

Some other civilian government agencies in China are also turning to unmanned systems to deal with a variety of domestic problems. Perhaps the most prominent example is the employment of unmanned systems in domestic disaster relief operations. For example, China used drones built by the Chinese Academy of Sciences Institute of Remote Sensing Applications to image earthquake-stricken areas in Lushan in 2013.\textsuperscript{27} Another civilian user is the Ministry of Environmental Protection, which has been using drones to monitor industrial polluters in Beijing, Shanxi, and Hebei.\textsuperscript{28} In addition, testing is reportedly under way for an aerial drone capable of spraying chemicals to freeze pollutants.\textsuperscript{29}

Reflecting the importance of nonmilitary uses of unmanned systems, China is reported to have constructed a civilian R&D drone base in Taiyuan, with an investment of $322.6 million. In addition, there is at least some interest in commercial applications of unmanned systems among Chinese companies. For example, SF Express, China’s biggest delivery company, is experimenting with drones for package delivery, with the permission of the PRC government.\textsuperscript{30}

In August 2014, a Chinese business publication reported that commercial use of UAVs could expand dramatically in the next several years as more Chinese companies enter the market. The report focused on Da-Jing Innovations Science and Technology Company, which produces UAVs for video and photo use, surveillance, and express delivery.\textsuperscript{31} Some of the UAV technology the commercial market is building will undoubtedly prove useful to the PLA, though government and military investment appears to remain the primary driver behind the development of new Chinese UAV technologies.

**CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS**

Unmanned systems are attractive because of advantages such as improved performance, increased ability to take risk, and potential cost savings.\textsuperscript{32} Chinese journal articles and media reports highlight many of these potential advantages. Indeed, recent U.S. military operations have demonstrated the utility of unmanned systems, a development that has been closely watched by the PLA, and Chinese analysts clearly see unmanned systems as valuable in a variety of scenarios. Cost savings are also an attractive reason for China to pursue unmanned systems.\textsuperscript{33} It is therefore not surprising that China has made substantial investments in the development of unmanned systems in recent years. This is likely to have important implications in several areas of importance to the United States, including PLA modernization, China’s handling of its maritime territorial disputes, and the potential risks of proliferation of unmanned systems.

UAVs that provide better ISR (combined with a more robust satellite network) could improve China’s ability to locate enemy targets at greater distances, offering enhanced capability for targeting anti-ship ballistic missiles and other long-range strike systems. Additionally, UAVs, UUVs, and USVs could augment the PLA’s capabilities in several areas, such as use of space-based assets and other ISR capabilities for targeting over long distances or providing better ISR in a regional (Taiwan/ECS/SCS) scenario. Armed systems could also provide strike capabilities. Overall, according to one PRC analyst: “UAVs will increasingly become ‘tip of the spear’ in modern conflict.”\textsuperscript{34} Yet this assessment seemingly neglects the fact that many unmanned systems are dependent on potentially vulnerable

In August 2014, a Chinese business publication reported that commercial use of UAVs could expand dramatically in the next several years as more Chinese companies enter the market.
Another development that could have worrisome implications for the United States would be the global proliferation of unmanned systems due to China’s low pricing and lack of export restrictions.

AREAS FOR ADDITIONAL RESEARCH AND POTENTIAL FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

This pilot project identified several areas for additional research on Chinese development and employment of unmanned systems, as well as potential future developments of interest to analysts and policymakers.

Areas for Additional Research

Some of the key areas where additional research might yield useful insights include the following: What are the key developments under way in the area of UUVs and USVs? What factors are influencing Chinese thinking on escalation management issues? What are the key sources of funding for unmanned systems programs? What role do the General Armament Department and PLAN, PLAAF, and PLA Second Artillery Force armament departments play in unmanned systems research, development, and acquisition? What is the role and influence of the relevant science and technology committees? What other universities and research institutes are involved in research on unmanned systems and related technologies? To what extent are communities of unmanned systems operators taking shape in the region?
within the PLAN, PLAAF, and Chinese Coast Guard, and do they have senior patrons or sponsors? Which countries are the main potential customers for Chinese unmanned systems exports? To what extent does the PLA plan to employ unmanned systems to augment or substitute for existing ISR and communications capabilities in the event those systems are degraded by adversary counterspace or electronic attacks? What are the implications of China’s operation of unmanned systems for Beijing’s approach to dealing with U.S. surveillance activities in China’s exclusive economic zone? And finally, could increasingly parallel UAV concepts and areas of operation between China and the United States create incentives for restraint on the Chinese side?

**Areas to Watch for Future Developments**

Looking beyond these current issues, analysts should watch for a number of potential future developments: Will unmanned systems become an area of even greater emphasis in the future if slowing economic growth places greater pressure on the defense budget? Will organizational culture and bureaucracy stifle or encourage innovation in China’s development and employment of unmanned systems? Are there potential Chinese advocates for unmanned systems, either among the operators or at more senior levels in the PLA? Is there a senior PLA officer who might play a critical role in supporting unmanned systems development, as Admiral Liu Huaqing did in advocating for PLAN aircraft carriers? Alternatively, will opposition emerge from communities that view development and deployment of unmanned systems as threatening to their bureaucratic interests, such as budgets for programs that unmanned systems might replace? How will China leverage commercial unmanned systems research with potential applications for future defense- and security-related missions? Will China pursue an approach characterized mostly by innovation in the development and employment of unmanned systems, or will it focus more heavily on copying the United States and other countries? How will China address command and control, communications, and networking challenges? How will China address policy issues related to autonomous capabilities? How will China deal with potential contradictions between technology developments and traditional policy preferences?
A Note About Sources

The project team identified a number of Chinese academic and science and technology journals, newspapers, websites, and other secondary sources, such as bulletin board system (BBS) forums and military enthusiast websites, that contain potentially valuable information about Chinese unmanned systems developments. Some of the most valuable Chinese-language publications include: 飞航导弹 [Winged Missile Journal]; 计算机仿真 [Computer Simulation]; 实验力学 [Experimental Mechanics]; 系统工程与电子技术 [Systems Engineering and Electronics]; 水雷战与舰船防护 [Mine Warfare and Ship Self-Defense]; 舰船电子工程 [Ship Electronic Engineering]; 国防科技 [National Defense Science and Technology]; 国防技术基础 [Technology Foundation of National Defense]; 环球军事 [World Military]; and 指挥控制与仿真 [Command Control and Simulation]. We believe these are valuable sources for a variety of reasons, including the institutional affiliations of many of the authors and the connections of some of the journals to China’s defense industry. Additionally, an examination of postings related to Chinese air exhibitions, such as the Zhuhai Air Show, as well as BBS chat forums frequented by Chinese military enthusiasts, reveals a number of details about unmanned systems developments, particularly with respect to China’s growing UAV industry. For example, The “Yilong,” or “Wing Loong” UAV, which is capable of conducting reconnaissance and ground attack missions, was unveiled at the 2012 Zhuhai Air Show as an inexpensive alternative to U.S. and Israeli models. As China Taiwans relations have become more stable over the past several years, the East and South China Seas appear to have emerged as the most likely flashpoints, especially with Beijing’s recent attempts to use its maritime law enforcement capabilities, fishing vessels, and state-owned oil company assets to coerce rival claimants in the East and South China Seas, particularly Japan, Vietnam, and the Philippines.
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